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We describe certain data-engineering issues that arise when trying to go from a document-centric spreadsheet-based representation into a model-centric Rdf-based representation of early design information on oil platforms. The content of the documents usually have well-defined stakeholders and standards in place. We describe a solution to handling the metadata of these documents.

Problem description  

Master Equipment Lists are documents that contain very early design information about weight and certain other properties of a new oil or gas facility. This information is usually transmitted in large excel spreadsheets. Our overall goal is to get away from the restrictions imposed by using spreadsheets and leverage the possibilities of a graph-based format like Rdf. In this paper we will not be concerned with the representation of the engineering design data, but rather about the information contained in the envelopes of the data. This includes filename, transfer date, sender, contract number etc. We will call all this data provenance, while the data describing the facility itself will be called content. So our aim is to find efficient, precise, and preferably reusable data models for this data.

Data Model: Records  
The core of our approach is the reification of the partial versions of the actual content into immutable named graphs that we call records. The records are identified by the IRI of the named graph, and in addition to the content, the records also contain triples that have the named graph IRI as subject. These triples are the provenance of the record. It is easy to detect the difference, since the record is typed with a dedicated class. The content in a named record is by agreement/specification not allowed to change. The provenance in a record is append-only. Records are defined and described in https://github.com/equinor/records.

A record can be related to one or more other records with a replaces relation. These other records represent previous, now presumably outdated (or replaced), information. The directed acyclic graph spanned out by replaces represents the history of the data. The records that are not replaced are collectively called the “head”. End-user applications of records are expected to usually work on the union of the content in the records in the head.

Records also have a relation describes to resources that are present in the content and isInScope to scope the description of those resources.
The intuition is that the content in a record is a description of the elements it describes, but limited to the scope in isInScope. In the head, for any given set of scopes, the relation describes is injective for the set of records that have all those scopes. Or, in other words, there is an injective relation that takes pairs of a set (of scopes) and an element (describes) into the set of records that are not replaced.

That is, there cannot be two records in the head that have a describes relation to the same thing. However, the describes relation is not restricted across replaces, so objects can change name across these relations. Also, objects can be “split up”, in the sense that multiple records can be related with replaces to a single record as long as the restriction on non-overlapping describes is kept in the new head. Splitting up records in this way is useful to smooth the transition from document-centric to model-centric, since the documents are often describing many objects.

Use of the data model: Revisions A major concern among end users when going from document-centric to model-centric was to lose the metadata related to the spreadsheets. Records make it easy to attach provenance to certain versions of data, and to track that provenance over time. For our use case, we created two new resources / IRIs: The document as a persistent object over time and changes, and the revision as an unchangable collection of records, representing a specific version of the document.

The revision has a relation to the document it is a revision of, and relations to the records that contain the content in that specific version. In this way, long-lived information like contracts, facilities, etc. can be put on the document object, while information about specific versions, specifically, comments and approvals, can be made on the revisions. It is also possible to compare the information in different revisions of the same document by comparing the union of the content in the respective sets of records.

Conclusion Other approaches to versioning RDF have been described by Auer [1], Ma [2], and Hovland et al. [3]. We conclude that the techniques described above are new and make it easier to introduce RDF to represent facility design data.
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